Excursion to Falassarna beach
25 August 2019

Bus will start from OAC and goes through stations of everyday bus as is shown on the map.

1. Departure from OAC – 10.00 AM
2. Stop at station of every day bus* Lefka Hotel – about 10.10 AM
3. Stop at Falassarna beach station of every day bus* Chrispy World, Selini Suites Hotel – about 10.15 AM
4. Stop at station of everyday bus* – Iliaktida Hotel–about 10.20 AM
5. Arrival to Falassarna – 11.30 AM
6. Arrival to Taverna at Falassarna Beach – 13.30 PM
7. Departure from Taverna at Falassarna Beach – 15.00 PM
8. Departure from Falassarna beach – 17.00 PM

9. Arrival to OAC – 18.00 PM (bus goes through stations of everyday bus)